
 

 

3 Thunders 
 

 

Will you experience the ecstasy of wins after this mighty storm? 

  

The alarms are sounding as mother nature begins to show her true stormy wrath. With every ex-

plosion erupting in the skies, it’s soon followed by strikes of lightning, flashing on these reels 

for those who will survive and experience a win of a lifetime. This thunderous slot will surely 

light up the skies as bright as Zeus’ eager eyes with each lightning bolt and thunderous roar. 

Among the symbols, you’ll be able to witness lightning bolts and your favorite flashy fruits - 

cherries, plums, lemons, watermelons, a golden bell, and those lucky number sevens.  

 

This is a classic slot game with 3-reel 3-row and 5 paylines. All prizes are for combinations of a 

kind. Matching symbols except for the Scatter symbol should be on enabled paylines and adja-

cent reels, starting from the leftmost. Scatter wins and line wins are also added. Scatter symbols 

count on any position on the reels. For the numbers of Scatter symbols and combinations on 

each enabled payline, only the highest win is paid. 

 

3 Scatter symbols will trigger 20 Free Games. During the Free Games, the charged Seven be-

comes a Wild and substitutes for all symbols, except for the Scatter. It will appear stacked on all 

reels. Depending on where the reel stops, you might see the whole reel full of Stacked Wild 

symbols or just the beginning or the end of the sequence. Free Games are played with the same 

bets and lines as the initial game and can be won again during the feature. 

 

All prizes in the paytable are shown for the currently selected bet and the number of enabled 

paylines in money or credits depends on the currently selected mode. 

 

Players can double their winnings up to 10 times during the Classic Risk Game. 

 

Bonus Pop is also available in this game. 

  

Are you ready to glance up at these skies and see some brilliantly golden flashes, bolts, and ulti-

mate wins? With every boom, you can spin yourself closer to the life you want – if only you 

survive this treacherous storm. Don’t be afraid – go ahead and try to withstand these ominous 

storms to claim the biggest wins inside 3 Thunders! 

 


